Solace

www.solace.com

Company:
Solace helps large enterprises become modern and real-time by giving them everything they need to
make their business operations and customer interactions event-driven. With PubSub+, the market’s
first and only event management platform, the company provides a comprehensive way to create,
document, discover and stream events from where they are produced to where they need to be
consumed – securely, reliably, quickly, and guaranteed.
Main business areas:
Solace provides technology to help customer realise real time solutions.
Tech areas for collaboration with Korean companies:
 Solace hybrid-cloud technology is enabling new cloud-native technologies, modern
microservices, the IoT and mobile devices to be integrated with legacy apps and infrastructure.
 Solace technology is considered the premier IoT advanced event broker that maintains
continuous connections with millions of devices, intelligently filtering and routing information so
it’s only sent to the applications and devices that need it.
 Solace IoT technology creates connected vehicle platform that enables advanced event-driven
connectivity between millions of connected cars and diverse back-end systems with
unmatched performance, robustness and scalability.
 Solace appliance technology enables the low-latency, high-volume distribution of trading
messages so that event-driven financial services leaders can improve agility, efficiency, and
ultimately customer satisfaction.
 Solace can stream data about materials, production processes and QA to all kinds of
applications so manufacturers can optimize their supply chain and meet quality requirements.
 Solace technology can aggregate and distribute in-store data so retailers can execute effective
promotions, get products where they’re most needed, and provide excellent customer service.
Competitive advantages:
 Solace technology is an essential technology for smart city projects to cover the surge in
messages occurring in devices and applications in real time and to deliver relevant
destinations smoothly without loss
Major clients/partners:
 Singapore: Smart Nation Project
 Daimler: Mercedes Me (Connected Car Project)
 FAA (Federal Aviation Administration): SWIM
 SK Hynix / KRX
Technology development and international partnerships:
 Working with SAP, Solace established itself as the messaging backbone for SAP Cloud
Platform, which lets you easily link SAP applications with other systems across cloud and onprem environments around the world.
 Working with F5, Solace connects tens of millions of IoT devices, enterprise applications and
user interfaces to ensure fast and reliable response times to/from devices and a great
customer experience.
 Working with Dell Boomi, Solace provides the cloud-native, event-driven, enterprise-grade data
integration platform your enterprise needs to achieve digital transformation .
Meeting objectives:
 Market exploration, strategic partnerships, direct sales, brand awareness, networking, thought
leadership, and media awareness.
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